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About This Content

Purchase this DLC disables score limit on this table!

Wood's Queen

Information:

Name: Wood's Queen

Theme: Fantasy

Production year: 1976
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Type: Electro-mechanical (EM)

Features:

1 playfield

2 flippers

3 pop bumpers

1-bank spot target (6)

6-bank spot targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Wood's Queen Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Publisher:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016
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Audience=
☐ Kids
☑ Everyone
☐ Adults
☐ Teens

=Graphics=
☐ My eyes are bleeding
☐ Ugly
☐ Bad
☐ Ok
☐ Good
☑ Amazing
☐ Wonderful

=Style=
☐ Pixelated
☑ 3D
☐ Realistic
☐ weird poop
☐ Low Poly
☐ 2D
☐ Visual Novel
☑ LEGO

=Price/quality=
☐ Scam
☐ Don't buy this♥♥♥♥♥♥br>☐ Not Worth it
☑ Wait for sale
☐ fair
☐ Worth it
☐ WHY IS THIS SO CHEAP?

=Genre=
☐ Survival
☐ Adventure
☐ Telltale Game
☐ Arcade
☐ Ego-Shooter
☑ Simulation
☑ Action
☐ Platformer
☐ Puzzle
☑ RPG
☐ Strategy
☐ Sports
☐ Horror
☑ Multiplayer
☑ Singleplayer
☐ VR
☐ SciFi
☐ Roguelike
☑ Sandbox
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=Requirements=
☐ Windows Vista
☐ Minimum
☐ Medium
☑ Fast
☐ 30'000$ Computer

=Difficulty=
☐ You only need 2 arms
☑ eZ
☐ balanced
☐ Hard
☐ Get a Hack-Client or give up
☐ Impossible

=Controls=
☐ Easy
☐ Regular
☑ kinda weird
☐ HOW AM I SUPPOSED TO PLAY THIS?!

=Game time=
☐ 0-2 hours
☐ 2-8 hours
☐ 8-16 hours
☑ 16-32 hours
☐ 32-64 hours
☐ 64-128 hours
☐ Endless

=Story=
☑ None
☐ Wth this makes no sense
☐ Short Introduction
☐ Good
☐ Heartbreaking

=Bugs=
☐ None
☐ Almost none
☑ Few
☐ Bunch
☐ Lots
☐ Unplayable
☐ Game doesn't work. DOI is a great game so i bought this to support the devs, simple as that. As long as a game is good people
would want to support it.. I started playing this game as an early beta tester and hopefully I was the first purchase. This game has
really exceeded my expectations of fun and competition. There are probably endless hours you can get out of this game and the
development team is constantly adding content and making the game even better. This game is a definite thumbs-up from me.
The lightsabers speed ramps guns and movement really put it on another level for me. Everyone tells me it's like a VR version of
tribes but I can't confirm as I have never played tribes. I am a long-time Pavlov and onward player and this really scratches the
Competitive itch for me.. I played this game like 10 years ago, and at the time I was impressed by it's beautiful art work and
music.. Good start to game but not ready for prime time. Would wait for updates before paying full price. Bought in bundle so
not out anything for me.
. Got it for a price that is smaller than Liechtenstein, and the one scenario included with it is for a cheap route, so get them
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together if you are poor.. To add the costumes and all else you need to go to steam and find the CD KEYS.
Then either in Ubi Launcher or in the game Activate product \/Redeem Code.
Then just put in the CD KEY(S).
Do this for each key \/ DLC.. the game is so good very well made

i was paid for the key of the game to say this comment. Score attack, twitch arena melee shooter?

Yes, please.

You have katana, gun, boots and utility sidegrades. Enemies consist of a few different sword thugs, a tank, a gunner and a cyber
ninja. As far as I can tell there's one boss you fight a few times that gets harder as you kill him.

Score wise you have a gauge that ticks with each kill and resets if you haven't killed anything in a second or two. Typical
bullethell scoring convention.

The game is a blast and it's dirt cheap. Don't buy it for the story or content, pick it up if you're someone that can replay score
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attack games over and over just for the twitch and a high score.. Terrible terrible game, abandoned by the devs it seems and the
game is a buggy mess. the game tries to emulate games like Sega Soccer Slam or Mario Strikers but fails horribly even for the
cheap price.

- full of bugs, many of them requires restarting the game.
- unresponsive controls, terrible A.I. and horrible input lag.
- sometimes goals won't count, sometimes goal kicks count as goals..etc.

stay away from this game at all costs and do yourself a favor by playing your old Sega Soccer slam or Mario Strikers games (or
at least use an emulator to play them).
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Perfect little physics puzzler, everything you want in a bite-sized VR experience.. I'm glad bcoz idlle Vilager button is fixed but
i still can't restore mutliplayer game, anyone know why?
When i choose to restore game, nothing hapens and it just turned me back to the main menu...?. Brillaint.
Sweet recorder that works with all my games.

9/10. Unbelievably obtuse.

Use a guide.

Look for gold.

Tedious but lovable. Had a semi ♥♥♥♥♥♥ time.. I haven't played a whole lot of the "Caravan" sub-genre of shmups, but I'd
venture this is probably one of the most manic among them. The basic game is pretty pure shmup fun, with good sound and eye-
pleasing explosions of color and shiny medals. Optimal scoring probably requires memorizing the six hidden bonus item
locations strewn across each of the 12 normal + ?? "Ura" levels, which (as far as I'm yet aware) cannot be revealed while using
the "Grabuster/Gravastar" gimmick attack (which is a crucial element of scoring), meaning you might also need to plan taking
bullets to pre-empt its activation during its pre-activation Baryon Laser phase (thusly cancelling warm-up by shunting Baryon
Laser gauge into a shield hit) so as not to miss these bonuses. In short, if you want to obsessively optimize scoring and routing,
there's probably a lot here for you. I probably won't dig that deep into this game, given that I can just barely clear it on
'Standard', but it's pretty neat. I'll probably be firing it up for runs long into the future.

(I might be wrong on the Grabuster bit, since even taking a shield hit denies you a bonus at the end of the level, but maybe the
hidden items would compensate. I need to try extended hovering over hidden bonuses with it active.). Star Ruler is a game about
your empire. While expanding you will find other empires in which you can trade with or attack. You can customize
characteristics about your empire and make deisigns for your ships. There is a unique, infinite technology system. There are
many galaxy types and you can generate a infinite amount of systems which all depends on how powerful your computer is. The
music is very fitting to the game, from soothing to fast-paced. The combat works flawlessly, using directional damage taking
and individual damaging of components depending on what side of the ship is hit. Overall, Star Ruler is a great game and is
being updated still with new content and bug patchs. It's worth buying! Overall Mark: 9/10. Great game, like no less than the
first. Pictures are getting better and better. The gameplay itself is not bad.. Tovarisch, is just liek war thunder 1.69! Is of many
glorious game of sovet engineering to shoot down fescist and crapitalist plane! Delight yuorselff to sound of glorious sovet
kalinka and anthem hardbass! Is of cheap so common proletariat can afford, totally worth!

(Stalin™ and CCCP™ is not responsible for political dissident put in gulag for not buy game or pick up dollar in game.)
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